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Ballet
In the film Moulin Rouge, dancers prove Sting’s song “Roxanne” mixes 

nicely with the tango. But would it go so well with ballet? Pittsburgh Ballet

Theatre Artistic Director Terrence Orr says yes. He commissioned cho-

reographers Kevin O’Day and Matjash Mrozewski each to create a

new work set entirely to Sting songs for the company’s Brand New

Day program in May.

For Orr, who conceived of the idea, the selection was an

easy one to make. “Sting is incredibly popular, a 

phenomenal musician with wonderful lyrics and intel-

ligent music,” Orr says. “There are many age groups

that like, understand and admire him.” 

And while the recent season featured its

share of Tchaikovsky and Stravinsky clas-

sics, PBT isn’t the only ballet company

to step outside the box and look to

the Top 40 for inspiration—

despite the challenges

that the music 

might  pose.

Ballet companies rock the house with popular music.

By Jocelyn Anderson

Oregon Ballet
Theatre appears

in James Canfield’s 
first-ever rock 

ballet, Go Ask
Alice. Canfield 

has since used
DJ mixes and 

a live rock 
band onstage.
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Oregon Ballet

Theatre presented

Artistic Director James

Canfield’s Alta Cienega, a

tribute to Jim Morrison and

the music of The Doors, in

March. Trey McIntyre created High

Lonesome to Beck songs in October for

Ballet Memphis. Atlanta Ballet literally

brought in the Indigo Girls to perform with 

the dancers live onstage for the October 

première of Margo Sappington’s The Indigo Girls Project. 

Still other repertory pieces performed this season offer a

sign that the times have not changed so much. This year the

Joffrey Ballet of Chicago brought back one of the first rock ballets—

Robert Joffrey’s Astarte, set to the ’60s-era psychedelic rock of the

now-defunct group Crome Syrcus. Other companies around the globe

also featured ballets set to rock music in their repertories.

Obviously, setting a ballet to contemporary music isn’t a new concept, but the
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Ina Broeckx 
of Aterballetto 

in A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, 

set to an original
score by Elvis

Costello. The
company will

perform the
ballet in July

in Los
Angeles.
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practice is becoming more and more popular. Audiences always seem to respond. Michael

Smuin’s Fab Four favorite, To The Beatles Revisited 2001, sold out a week before its

November opening at Smuin Ballets/SF this season. When James Canfield’s first rock

ballet, Go Ask Alice, a Pink Floyd extravaganza, premièred in 1995, OBT had to add

another performance to meet the demand. After Joffrey’s Astarte debuted in the

late ’60s, it landed on the cover of Time. “Astarte astounded audiences,” says

JBC Artistic Director Gerald Arpino. “I wanted to revive it because I felt that it

was a piece that needed to be once again viewed in the light of day.”

Still, to bring a rock ballet to the stage is more difficult than it looks.

While choreographers create them for a variety of reasons, they often

find themselves facing the same challenges. Many say that the rep-

etition inherent in rock music actually makes using radio-friendly

songs more difficult.

“Rhythmically, the music is not very complex,” says Robert

Garland, a choreographer who works with Dance Theatre

of Harlem. He created Return, his first ballet set to pop-

ular music, in 1999, to Aretha Franklin and James

Brown’s music. The piece has since become a

favorite with audiences. “I would say that is the

largest challenge: keeping a momentum

going for the dancers, to keep them from

getting bored, yet still remaining true to

the music’s rhythm,” he adds.

California-based choreographer

KT Nelson thought about this

issue when choosing the music

for It’s Not What You Think,

a piece she created for

Diablo Ballet that

debuted in 2000.

She chose Björk’s

music for its

intricacies—

Since

the

start 

of rock

music,

ballet 

choreogra-

phers have

known that

the rock beat is

a danceable

one. Joffrey

Ballet was one of

the first companies

to adopt the music

and commission bal-

lets that continue to

stick in our minds. Such

pieces—like Astarte and

Gerald Arpino’s Trinity, a

1970 comment on the

Vietnam War set to the

music of Alan Raph and Lee

Holdridge—have moved others

to pick up the beat.

James Canfield at OBT cites

Twyla Tharp’s Deuce Coupe as a

major inspiration. Produced in 1973

by the Joffrey Ballet to music by The

Beach Boys, Tharp juxtaposed graffiti

artists onstage with ballet dancers.

Looking to DTH’s past, Robert

Garland names Louis Johnson’s Forces
of Rhythm as a pioneering piece.

Johnson’s ballet combined the old with

the new in 1972, mixing Tchaikovsky’s Fifth

Symphony with songs by Donny Hathaway,

The Supremes and The Isley Brothers. More

recently, Maurice Béjart merged musical eras

when he premièred Ballet for Life on Béjart

Ballet Lausanne in 1997. The Queen/Mozart bal-

let is about dying young and the scourge of AIDS.

And in the far east, Hong Kong Ballet got in on the

action last year with The White Snake, a ballet by

Domy Reiter-Soffer set to an amalgam of, among oth-

ers, Pink Floyd, Genesis and guitarist Steve Vai. 

Perhaps most well-known is Arpino’s ode to roadway

advertisements, the 1993 hit Billboards, produced and

conceived by Arpino and set to Prince. Arpino enlisted

choreographers Laura Dean, Charles Moulton, Peter Pucci

and Margo Sappington and credits the ballet with saving

the company in the early ’90s.

Proving that rock ballets can hold up long past the music’s

radio airplay, Dayton Ballet presented Arpino’s 32-year-old

Trinity this season. Dayton is the first company outside of the

Joffrey Ballet of Chicago to present the classic piece.

Joffrey Ballet
of Chicago

dancers Maia
Wilkins and

Pierre Lockett 
perform a

section of the
Prince ballet

Billboards
choreographed

by Charles
Moulton. 
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plus  it 

offered

the sort of

edginess

that Nelson was

looking for. “Björk

does different mixes

and lets DJs do mixes

with her songs,” Nelson

says about how she gets her

ideas. “When DJs start work-

ing with it, it starts having a dif-

ferent form than song. It starts to

get more instrumental, which is very

useful to me when I’m choreographing.”

The dancers’ involvement in the choreo-

graphic process makes them push to find

something more as well. “So that everything

doesn’t look the same, you have to look beyond

[the music] to get that creativity,” says Lauren

Schultz, a PBT soloist who performed in Kevin

O’Day’s Sting ballet. “The piece that Kevin choreo-

graphed is trying to do away with the lyrics and what

everyone associates with it. It’s more about the movement.

It was a different take.”

O’Day used “Roxanne” and four other Sting songs (in a ballet

that as of presstime was still unnamed) to explore love themes and,

according to those involved, he was able to transcend the simplicity

inherent in the music. The result was an intimate, contemporary piece in

which the women dance in ballet slippers instead of pointe shoes. “I doubt

[the audience] will have a concept of what Kevin did with ‘Roxanne,’” Orr

says. “So when they see it, they will say, ‘Wow, ‘Roxanne’ has a new mean-

ing for me now.’”

Canfield isn’t opposed to a little experimentation to get around the simplicity

Atlanta Ballet
dancer Laura 

Feig appears 
with Amy Ray 

and Emily 
Saliers of 

the Indigo 
Girls in Margo

Sappington’s 
The Indigo Girls 

Project this 
season. 
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problem. “To Pink Floyd’s ‘Money,’ the dancers had to count the entire piece in fives,” he reveals. “It’s

very hard for them coordination-wise.” His strategy was to construct a situation in which every

new phrase didn’t happen on the “one” count.

OBT dancer Alison Roper agrees that the change in counts was a good tool—and a chal-

lenging exercise in concentration. “That is actually hilarious, because you have to keep

counting the entire time,” she says. “If you stop, what sounds like it might be 5, 6, 7, 8,

is actually not at all the count that you are on. That’s a good example of how James

tried to force himself to get away from that repetitive beat.”

Artistic directors may not openly admit to commissioning rock ballets because

some see them as functioning for the sole purpose of luring in paying audi-

ences. Many are searching for something deeper. “If you say you want to

do a rock ballet and that’s your premise, you’re going to find it a little dif-

ficult,” says Arpino, who advocates ballets that reflect current topics

and relevant themes. “But if the choreographer absolutely imbues

it with truth and meaning and if the music…is rock, it’s rock.”

Once it makes it on the program, however, the audience

may be curious to see how rock and ballet mesh. How

might classical dancers move to Queen’s “Bohemian

Rhapsody” (Maurice Béjart’s Ballet for Life) or The

Doors’ “Break on Through” (Canfield’s Alta
Cienega)? The inquisitive might also be first-time

attendees who everyone hopes will keep com-

ing back for more. “It brings in a younger

generation,” Canfield says. “We are

here and our efforts today are for

generations to come.” 

Garland asserts that even the

ballet community is coming

around in terms of respect-

ing works to popular

music. “I think it’s

accepted now,” he

says. “I think

people are 

b e g i n n i n g  

to say this

is okay.

DTH choreogra-
pher Robert

Garland has had
a successful run

with Return,
danced here 

by Kellye
Saunders and
Donald Williams.C
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You

have

to please 

your group

when you make

dance, and your

group is your

audience.”

You can never predict 

how an audience will 

react until each piece has 

premièred. KT Nelson is quick to

remind nay-sayers of that. “You think

the old fogy is going to like the classical

piece,” Nelson says, adding, “You

never know. It’s not clear how people

are going to respond.” 

To make the experience enjoyable for audience

members not accustomed to rock, OBT has been

known to hand out earplugs. “That’s part of the experi-

ence; it’s a little louder than something they’ve heard

before,” Canfield explains.

Still, most directors and choreographers agree that a good

way to bring ballet to the masses and—dare we say it—make it

more accessible is to use familiar songs. From there, a company can

take the opportunity to introduce a number of classical pieces. 

When Go Ask Alice premièred at OBT, it was performed alongside Swan
Lake, Act II. At Atlanta Ballet, The Indigo Girls Project was paired with

George Balanchine’s Serenade. Diablo Ballet’s New Year Celebration this year

featured, among others, Nelson’s It’s Not What You Think and an emotional pas

de deux by Ben Stevenson, The End of Time, to the music of Rachmaninoff.

All in all, most directors and choreographers recommend a little risk-taking that can

mean a big payoff at the box office. More importantly, it can bring a new understanding of

the artform and the relevance of popular music in ballet. “If you find that is what will suit the

whole theme of your work, then you must use it,” Arpino says. “You have no choice. You have

to respect the rock music.”

Maurice
Béjart’s 

Ballet for Life
premièred 

in 1997 and 
continues to be

performed by
Béjart Ballet

Lausanne to the
music of Queen 

and Mozart.

François Paolini
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